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ABSTRACT
DOES CUSTOMER SERYICE TRAINING
INFLUENCE PATIENT SATISFACTION SCORES?

BETH HOLMAN
JUNE 2,2O1t
Thesis

_Leadership Application Proj ect
_X_Non-thesis (ML5 97) Proj ect
Competition in ambulatory health care is challenging leaders to focus their energies on
increasing patient satisfaction at all levels of the patient experience. Gaining new and
retaining established patients is essential to staying viable in this dynamic health care
environment.
A qualitative research study was conducted to determine if training staff in customer
service principles would increase patient satisfaction. Patient surveys were conducted
before and after training of staff. Patient comments regarding interactions with staff from
the first survey determined the training materials. The second survey was conducted after
the training.
In the first survey,6,8% of the surveys contained dissatisfuing comments regarding
their experience of care; 93.2% were positive. In the second survey, 2.5% of the surveys
contained dissatisfoing cofitments; 97 .5o/o were positive.
Stafftraining resulted in a positive impact on patient satisfaction. Satisfied patients tell
others, are more likely to follow physician directives, and will ultimately decrease health
care costs. Now is the time for health care leaders to make patient satisfaction a priority.
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Introduction
Competition in ambulatory health care has challenged leaders to focus much of their
energies on increasing patient satisfaction at all levels of the patient experience. Gaining

new patients and retaining already established patients is essential to staying viable in this
dynamic health care environment. Cost of providing care continues to rise, while
decreasing reimbursement from payers is threatening revenues. Bad debt and free care is

increasing, widening the gap between income and expenses in the world of heath care.
Insured patients now have more out-of-pocket expenses when visiting their primary
care provider,

with increases in their so-payments and deductibles. Patients have come to

expect extraordinary care from every individual involved in hisiher visit: the scheduler,
receptionist, nurse, lab technician and x-ray technologist, as well as the physician or

provider of care. Unless there is a strong connection made at the initial visit, patients will
continue to shop around until they feel that they have been listened to, and are treated
courteously and with respect"

As an example, a patient, Mr. Martinson, (pseudonym), wrote a complimentary letter
to the management of a primary care clinic following his visit to their After Hours Care

clinic on a Saturday morning. He drove there to get help after he began having a severe
allergic reaction from a bee sting. He had never been to the clinic previously; the clinic
was located near where he was stung. He stated that he was warmly greeted by the

receptionist; she at once saw the urgency of the situation and called the RN, who
immediately took him to a room and gave him an injection of epinephrine. Both
interactions made him feel cared for and safe, helping his panicked feeling subside, The
physician tended to him and instructed the nurse to call 9l 1 . He complimented the
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ambulance staff and the ER care givers. He was overwhelmed by the attentive care he
received. Because of this emergency visit, Mr. Martinson transferred his care to the clinic
where he stated he was treated expeditiously by warm, caring and knowledgeable staff.

Every encounter with each person he had contact with exceeded his expectations. This is
the definition of extraordinary care. He had no idea that a visit to a doctor's office would

actually bring such a positive and emotional response? as he had not had the same
experience at his previous clinic. He stated the care he received prompted him to tell his
story many times, thus prompting his acquaintances to check out the clinic. Every patient

with every encounter deserves this extraordinary service.

Problem Statement
Health care leaders face the challenge of providing an environment that enhances the
patient experience to produce a positive, extraordinary experience with each encounter,

with each patient. Providing the necessary tools to support staff members is essential to
meeting this challenge. Those in leadership need to set an example of high service
expectations when coilrmunicating with staff members, physicians, and patients. They
also need to provide opportunities for support staff to connect with patients on a practical

level and a personal level. It is at this personal level that the stage can be set for the
patient to experience extraordinary service. Effective training and coaching by leaders to
support staff in healthcare organizations can make a difference in the lives

of patients

and their extended families. Leaders need to take training to increase patient satisfaction

seriously and understand the cost-benefit factor during this time of competition for health
care visits, referrals,

ffid dollars.
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Service training for support staff is essential to lay a foundation of excellence in

providing patient care that will obtain and retain patients. Meeting and exceeding the
expectations of the patient needs to be the goal of healthcare leaders to stay viable in the
market today.

According to an article wriffen by J. Spicer, (2A04 in Quality Progress, increasing
patient satisfaction scores produce positive results:

t

Patients who stay and build relationship* refer new patients.

r

They have positive medical outcomes.

.

Th"y are less likely to complain or take legal action.

.

Satisfied patients are more likely to follow the regimen of care prescribed by their
physician, ffid will more often take prescribed medication.

e

There is less waste in healthcare dollars

o

Patients who have a positive relationship with a primary care physician and clinic
are more

likely to come in for preventive care and less likely to use the

emergency room inappropriately (P.97).

In the near future, patient satisfaction scores will be used by insurance companies as a
service indicator on a scorecard that they

will

be using to establish reimbursement levels

for services from physicians in ambulatory care settings. Presently, this scorecard
includes community measures in the clinical aspect of care: optimal diabetes care,
vascular care, and care of patients with depression. It is estimated that by 2013 patient
satisfaction scores

will

be added as a service indicator on this scorecard.

Leaders in healthcare need to strive for patients to be talkers versus walkers by

developing their teams to have skills of active listening, responding with empathy,
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involving the patient in his/her care, and relating to the patients on a professional,
personal, and practical level. This is an opportunity for leaders to use their resources

wisely to energize, rather than exhaust, patients during their joumey to reach their
optimal health care experience.

Will training staff in customer

services skills help patients have a motre positive

experience? The purpose of this research study is to answer this question. Studies show
that stafftraining can have a positive impact.

Literature Review
Introduction
This literature review focuses on patient satisfaction studies and research done in
the United States between 1993 and 2007 in diverse healthcare settings. Various

attributes play a role in improving patient satisfaction scores, including staff training and

their interactions with the patients, facility issues, and the patient's perception of the
relationship sAre has with the physician. Surveys for patients and employees wsre used to
gather much of the data. The studies provided sound evidence that patient satisfaction
scores can improve

with staff training. Training includes building competence in skills

that demonstrate compassion, listening, professionalism, courtesy and respect, and
creating a positive work environment. The studies represented in this literature review all
revealed that results of high patient satisfaction scores result in loyalty of the patient,
higher employee engagement, positive patient outcomes, and improving the economic

bottom line of a healthcare organization through retention and attraction of patients.
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The March/April 2007 edition of Journol af Healthcare Management featured a
study done by Scotti, Driscoll, Harmon and Behson in 2001, of 113 Veteran's Health

Administration [V]IA) ambulatory care centers which fosused on linkages between
employees' perceptions of their work environment and patient satisfaction. The authors
state, "Organizations that provide enabling work environments

will have employees who

can devote their efforts to meeting the needs and expectations of customers (patients),

thereby improving service quality; perceptions of their ability to serve patients have been

conceptually linked to their work environments" (P. 111). Data from over 59,000
employees responded to a confidential employee survey at I 13 VHA medical facilities.
The survey measured characteristics commonly associated with high-perfoffnance work
systems, such as goal alignment, communication, involvement, empowerment, teamwork,

training, trust, creativity, performance enablers, and performance-based rewards. Along

with the employee survey, over 212,fr00 VHA patients were asked questions pertaining to
the nature and quality of their service. Questions were asked about wait times, clinic

organization, communication, and courtesy of staff, involvement in decisions, continuify

of care, and confidence/trust in providers. These questions were encapsulated in a global
question,

"All things considered, how satisfied

are you

with your healthcare in the

VHA?" The patients' responsss were marked on a s€ven point scale, 'completely
dissatisfied

- to completely satisfied'.

The study detennined that there was a correlation

between high performing work systems and service quality. The research showed that

"high performing work systems had a strong effect on employee perceptions of whether

theorganizationisorientedtowardcustomerservice -74ort" (P. 116). Therswasalsoa
significant relationship (66%) between the employee perceptions that the organization
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was oriented toward a positive patient experience, and patient perceptions of senrice

quality, which is a strong driver of patient satisfaction. The study recognized the
importance of the alignment of perceptions of employees with the senrice they provide to
patients, resulting in increased patient satisfaction. The researchers stated,

To foster high-performance work environments with a strong customer orientation,
the importance of customer service rnust be incorporated into the mission statement.
Management must continuously emphasize the importance of customer service,

clearly define customer service objectives, and solicit input from patients regarding
their perceptions of service encounters (P.119).
AIso noted in the research was the fact that providers of care, by virtue of their
relationship with the patients, are reliable resources to identifu the needs and expectations
of the patients. In conclusion, the study demonstrated that in a patient-oriented work
climate, tristening to the patient, cofirmunicating the patient's needs and expectations to a
supervisor, team building by management, and cultivating a strong service responsibility
through training programs are all imperative to enable employees in high performing

work systems to satisfu patients by providing exceltrent service.
The September/October 1998 Journsl of He*lthc$re Management ineluded a
study conducted by Mayer, Cates, Mastorovich, and Royalty atlnova Fairfa:< Hospital,
Falls Church, Virginia, and Georgetown University School of Medicine. This study
investigated the effect of clinically focused customer service training on patient
satisfaction in Emergency Departrrrents and a Level

I

Trauma Center. ooThe results show

that clinically focused customer service training improves patient satisfaction and ratings

of physician and nurse skill. They also suggest that such training may offer a substantial
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competitive market advantage, as well as improve the patients'perception of quality and
outcome" (P. 427). The study was held between May 1,1994 and April 30, 1996, and
looked at the effect of a required customer service training program that involved

incorporating patient and family complaints, compliments from patients and overall
satisfaction. The first year's patients were the control group; the second year's patients
formed the study group.

All employees involved in direct patient contact were required to

attend an eight-hour customer servise training progrum,

ffid three follow-up sessions

throughout the year. "Training included basic customer service principles: recognition

of

patients and customers, serviee industry benchmarking leaders' successes, stress

recognition and management, cornrnunications skills, empowerment, negotiation skills,
service transition, service fail-safes, change management, and specific customer service
core competencies" (P. 428). Data from patient complaints, compliments and a follow up

telephone survey conducted by an independent research firm were collected for both the
study group and control group of patients. This datawas then compiled and the patient
complaints and issues formed the foundation for the quality improvernent training
program that the staff was required to complete. The authors' describe the training,
The training was based on principles of adult education, benchmarks from the
customer service industry. The literature emphasized the importance

of

cofirmunication skills, rnanaging information flow, actual versus perceived
waiting times, and the expressive quality of physicians and nurses. Our
philosophy in designing this course was simple. Customer service is a skill for
which we hold our staff accountable but in which they had never formally treen
trained (P.432).

I
The training was provided by clinicians who were involved in day-to-day patient care.

The fact that the trainers who taught the customer service classes understood the specifrc
issues that the staff experienced on a daily basis, affirmed the

viability and credibility of

the education. The department was cofirmitted to providing excellent customer service.
The writer stated,

The data from the study supported their hypothesis that clinically based, formal
customer service training can dramatically decrease patient complaints, increase
patient compliments, and improve patient satisfaction. The results showed

significant increase in patient satisfaction in all 14 key quality attributes. Patient
complaints dropped from 153 inthe control period (2.5 cornplaints per 1,000 ED

visits) to 36 in the study period (.06 complaints per 1,000 ED visits). Complaints
about perceived rudeness, insensitivity, or lack of compassion on the part of the

ED staffdropped most dramatically. Two-thirds of complaints in the study period
were a result of waiting times, billing, or delays in obtaining an inpatient bed,
compared to 30 in the control period (P.431).

Interestingly, this study demonstrated that clinically based customer service training
resulted in higher patient satisfaction, even though patient wait times were not impacted.

It also noted that the patient's perception of the overall skill of the provider and the ED
staff is higher, after customer service training, even though no changes were made in
their actual skill set.
The study looked only at ED visits, which would indicate that the patients
surveyed were more acutely

ill than in an ambulatory setting, which may skew

the data

slightly. Training makes a difference. In the healthcare industry it is imperative that staff
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involved with direct patient care are clinically trained, as well as trained to treat patients

with respect and make them feel validated. Proper customer service training produces
positive results. As leaders in the healthcare industry take on more accountability for
customer serrrice, it is neaessary that employees be provided the appropriate tools,
through training, to produce high quality results.
Otani, Koichiro, Waterman, Faulkner, Boslaugh, Burroughs, and Dunagan
conducted a study that was printed in the March/April 2009 edition of Journat

of

Healthcare Management, "Patient Satisfaction: Focusing on o'Excellent". The purpose

of

the study was to discover what influences adult patients to rate their overall experience as

'excellent', because they hypothesized that an 'excellent' rating is associated with

loyalty. Patients who mark "excellent" on a satisfaction survey

are more loyal than those

who mark any other option on the survey, such as 'very good'. "Only those patients who
mark "excellent" are loyal patients and will support the long-term survival of the

hospitals. Patients who are msrely satisfied will move to another provider when they
have an opportunity," stated Jones and Sasser. (P. 2).

Patient satisfaction data was collected frorn one major academic hospital and four

cornmunity hospitals. The hospitals were located in the St. Louis metropolitan area
middle Missouri and southem lllinois. The study used a telephone based survey of
discharged patients. The patients 'were contacte d 7 -14 drys post-discharge. Patients were

contasted until they completed the survey, refused it, or were unable to be reached. There

were 14,432 participants, 20 years or older, who were discharged between January 2005
and November 20fi7 - The survey collected data regarding the ratings of their care.

The data was computed as a mean on three questions:
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1.

Overall, how would you rate the quality of care and services received during this
hospital stay?

2. How would you rate your willingness to recommend this hospital to family and
friends?

3.

How would you rate your willingness to return to this hospital?

The rating scale was "excellent"

:

5, "very good"

- 4r "good" :

3,

"faif' :2, "poor"

: l.

Ultimately they counted only scores that were marked "excellent" on all three items,
"The independent variables were six attributes to care: admission process, nursing care,
physician care, staffcare, food, and room, each containing multiple questionnaire items
that measured the same oonstruct variable with the five-point, Likert-type scale" (P.4).

Again, the researchers were looking for scores of all "excelleilt." The results showed that
there were 5,532 patients in the "excellent" overall experience category and 8,896

patients in the "other" category. Staff care and nursing care were the two attributes most

influential to get to the "sxcellent" rating. The analysis showed that 79 patients marked

all attributes

as

positive, but did not mark their overall hospital experience as "excellent."

Satisfaction is subjective, so to expect all patients to mark all aspects as o'excellent" is

unrealistic. The researcher stated,

"The study revealed that staff care is the most influential attribute to patients in
rating their overall hospital experience as "sxcellent," with nursing care coming in
as the second most

influential. These two attributes are distinctively stronger

drivers of overall satisfaction than other attributes. For healthcare organizations

to survive in the competitive healthcare market, healtheare managffs must have
loyal customers who become repeat customers and recofltmend the hospital to
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others. Healthcare managers have to work hard toward earning patients' rating of
"excellent" on their overall hospital experience" (P.5).
This study was hospital based, the response rate was 37 percent; however, it still provided
substantial evidence that loyal patients are repeat patients, and that those patients who
mark '"excellent" on a patient satisfaction sunrey are more loyal than those who mark
another option. The results also indicate that staff care holds the most influence with

patients. This challenges healthcare leaders to ensure that training is available to direct
care staff to establish a positive care experience for the patient.

A2002 study titled Professionalism among Allied Health Staff was published in
Minnesoto Medicine, August 2007. G. Locke III, MD, M. Berndt, N Woychick, K. Gilles,

M, Schryver, and M. Brenna, MD conducted the study at Mayo Clinic, describing the
research,

"The department of medicine formed two work groups to consider how to
improve the way clinic staff interacts with patients in an outpatient sefiing. One
group focused on interactions between physicians and patients, another on those
befween patients and allied health

staff- in particular, clinical

assistants,

receptionists, and secretaries. Members of the second work group, which
included physicians, administrators, and supervisors of clinical assistants,
endorsed the idea that patient interactions could be improved by implementing a
set

of service standards based on a series of professional behaviors" (P.2).

A set of service

standards was developed by reviewing literature searches, patient

satisfaction sunreys, and recofirmendations from clinic employees who earned a
reputation for providing exemplary service to patients-

Augsburg College Library
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The researchers stated,
The standards identified as being critical to creating the ideal patient experience
were represented in the acronym PLEASE CARE, which stands for Present,

Listen, Empathize, Action, Summarrze, Excite, Confidentiality, Attitude, Respect,
and Emotional Intelligence. PLEASE related to the patient interactions, and

CARE emphasized the importance of putting the patient's needs first (P. 3).
This chosen team had 9 mernbers who worked with 76 facilitators in the department

of

medicine and 40 in the department of support services, The training was held in two
sessions. The first session focused on the desired behaviors of the staff, while the second
session focused on creating a culfure that recognized opportunities to continuously

improve service and reinforce the skills and behaviors that are central to PLEASE CARE.
Patient satisfaction surveys were done before and after PLEASE CARE was
implemented.
The patients were asked to rate the allied health staff by the following criteria:

l) Provided

the patient with excellent service

2) Gave the patient his,/her rmdivided attention
3) Listened to the patient

4) Had a good understanding of how the patient was feeling
5) Protected the patient's need for privacy
6) Was pleasant with the patient
7) Treated the patient with respect
8) Was sensitive to the patient's particular needs
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Other questions addressed whether problems were satisfactorily addressed. The final
question asked patients to rate the overall service as "excellent," "very good," "good,"

"faitr" or'opoor." The results:
This entire group trained a total of 4,277 staffon the PLEASE CARE model. A
total of I , 41 9 patients completed the satisfaction survey before training, and
l,3Zg completed it after training. The patient's rating of overall care as being
excellent improved by 3Yo - from 71% to 74oA; the rating of the service provided

by allied heatrth staff as being exeellent improved by 6% - from Tl%ta77o/s.
Each of the aspects of PLEASE CARE also showed improvement (P. 4).

Although the increase in patient satisfaction in the study appears minor, the study did
show that training staff can produce positive outcomes. It is evident that an undertaking
such as this one done by and for Mayo clinic staff demonstrates their commitment to

excellent service to their patients, It is also evident that training can and does make a
difference in how patients rate their satisfaction of service. The challenge for healthcare
leaders is sustaining the results, and keeping the training of staff in patient service a
constant priority.

In the 2009 edition af Heslth Research and Educationsl Trusr, a study was
featured on Interpersonal Processes of Care (IPC) and Patient Satisfaction: Do
Associations Differ by Race, Ethriciff, and Language? Na-poles, Gregorich, SarrtoyoOlsson, O'Brien and Stewart researched the association of patient satisfaction with IPC
by race/ethnicity.
The purpose was to explore, in a diverse sarnple of general medicine patients:

t.

Whether patient satisfaction differed across racial, ethnic, and language groups

I4

2- Whether reports of several dimensions

of interpersonal processes of care (IPC)

were independently associated with several measures of satisfaction with care

3.

Whether these associations differed signif,rcantly across patient racial, ethnic, and
language groups (P. 1 328).

The researchers hypothesized that oogood interpersonal processes would be positively
assosiated with satisfaction" (P.132S), but they 'were uncertain as to whether the
associations would be consistent across racial/ethnic groups. The sample included adult

patients from nine university-based practices in San Francisco staffed by internists,

family practice physicians, and nurse practitioners. Patients with at least one visit in 17
months were identified and stratified by race/ethnicity and language: African American,
English-speaking Latino, Spanish-speaking Latino, and non- Latino White. Telephone

interviews were conducted October

l,

2001 through January 31,2fi02.

The dependent variables assessed globat satisfaction with physicians, alld
healthcare

receive{ and whether patients would recoilrmend physicians to others- The

independent variables consisted of seven rnulti-item scales from the patient-reported IPC
survey, developed to be appropriate for patients from diverse racialiethnic groups.

illlree concepts are contrived from this survey instrument:

l.

Communication, (issues associated with a lack of clarity, elicited
concerns/responses, and explained results).

2. Patient-centered decision making, (provider and patient deciding
3. Interpersonal

together)

sffle, (compassionate/respectful, feelings of discrimination

due to race/ethnicity, and disrespectful

office stafl.
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Scores ranged

from I to 5, a higher score was associated with higher

ssnse

discrimination by the patient.
Results suggest that these interpersonal processes were important for all the groups in

relation to satisfaction. All three were independently associated with all satisfaction
measures. There was some disparity in the questions related to communication and

discrimination. The researchers felt that interpersonal processes may be more important
to one ethnic group compared to another. Disrespecfful office staffwas a negative for all
groups, but did not influence the scores given to the physicians in relation to
recoilIrnending them to other potential patients. Compassionate and respectful care was
associated with outcomes regardless of race/ethnicity.This was also found true in

previous sfudies, Another area of consistency was that patient-centered decision making
was strongly related to patient satisfaction.
The study brought to light a set of variables that are important to the healthcare
professional in training staff and physicians to discover the expectations of each patien!
and to not assume what one person wants is what evsryone wants, Certainly, sirnilarities
and basic characteristics need to be demonstrated with each patient, regardless

of

race/ethnicity- such as respect, oompassion, courtesy, ffid listening skills. However, how
test results are communicated or how c,oncerns are addressed may differ, and ideally be

individualized for each patient.
Patient satisfaction has also been known to lower costs in healthcare settings.
Patients who are satisfied

follow instructions and tend to use the healthcare system

Iess

frequently than those who are unsatisfied. One area in healthcare that has been given
heightened affention as of late is Advanced Care Planning. Patients desire to have more
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say and control in what happens in the end-of-life stages. To decrease the costs associated

with end-of-life care, insurance companies are encouraging the use of Advanced Care
Planning for patients over the age of sixty-five, an#or for those who have chronic
disease. In-home palliative care significantly reduces costs in end of life, and increases

patient satisfaction.

Brumley, Enguidanos, Jamison, Setiz, Morgenstern, Saito, Mcllwane, Hillary, ffid
Gonzalez conducted a study to "test an in-home palliative care model at two sites using a
randomized, controlled design" (P.993), The sfudy was published in the July, ZAfr7

edition of the Journal of the American Geriatrics Saciety. Standard care was compared

with standard care plus an in-home palliative care program, to determine the program's
ability to improve patient outcomes and reduce the costs of medical care at the end of
life. "Specifically, it was hypothesized that the palliative care progrtrm would increase
patient satisfactiorr, reduce costs of medical care, and increase the proportion

terminally

ill patients dying

at home" (P.993,

of

994). Participants were enrolled and

followed from September 20AZ to August 2004 in Hawaii and Southern California.
Patients eligible to participate must have had a primary diagnosis of CHF (Congestive

Heart Failure), COPD (Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease), or cancer and a life
expectancy of 12 months or less, have visited the emergsncy department or hospital at
least onse within the previous

yeu; and scored 7fr% or less on the Patrliative Performance

Scale, that ranks the patient's health condition form 0 (death)

to 100 (normal). These

patients received in-home palliative care along with 'usual caf,e'

- (defined

as standard

care to meet the needs of the patients, following Medicare guidelines for home healthcare

criteria). The care was delivered by an interdisciplinary tearn providing pain and
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symptom relief, patient and family education and training, and an array of medical and
social support services. The study measured outcomes of satisfastion of care, use

of

medical services, cost of care, and site of death. Data was collected at the onset of the
study enrollment, and then Every 30, 60, 90, and 120 days via telephone interviews.
Patients in both groups were surveyed. The survey used was The Reid-Gundlach

Satisfactisn with Services lrcstrumeruf, rating overall satisfaation with serrrices, perception

of service providers, and likelihood of positive recoilrmendations of services to others.
The results of the study showed that the study group had significantly higher patient
satisfuction scores from baseline to 90 days. "At baseline, the study group's scores were

6.3Yahigher,30 days, 13.l% higher,60 days, 5.3% high"r, and at g0 days 13.4yohigher,
The cost difference was also significant

- The average cost per member per day for the

study group was $95.30, for the usual care group $212.80 per day" (P.997-998)"
The study demonstrated some very practical and rxeful data to share with health
care teams who work with Advanced Care Planning and controlling end of

life costs for

patients, Patients are more satisfied; they save health care dollars and are more
comfortable dying at home in their own surroundings, rather than in a hospital. With the
consistent use of Advanced Care Planning tools, terminally

ill patients

are now able to

choose where they would like to live out their last days. The data also strengthens the
case

for trained professionals in this area to assist in keeping digmty in dying while

keeping the patient and the family satisfied with the care received,
The National Association for Healthcare Quality, March/April 2006 published a
study completed by S. Davis, A. Chinnis and J. Dunmire in 2fi02, at West Yirginia

University Hospital, a 440 bed tertiary-care teaching hospital, and University Health
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Associates (UHA). The study focused on developing a unique employee-driven customer
service initiative titled Serving Together Achieving Results (STAR). They were looking

for a program that would sustain itself and make a long term change in the cutrture

of

service at the hospital. They agreed upon the following prerequisites for a successful
customer service program:

1.

The program had to flow logically from the mission and value statements

of the organizations involved

2.

It had to have

a

multidisciplinary focus that involved all members of the

healthcare team

3.

It had to start with

a

vision for customer service that resonated with the

staff who dealt directly with intemal and external customers

4.

It had to have one focus at a time

5.

It had to involve setting concrete behavioral standards that could be
meaflrred and re-msasured (P. 2),

Focus groups were held on the hospital units, in the academic departments, and in

the clinics run by UFIA, ffid asked questions such as:

"S/hat does it take to truly impress our patients?"
"Describe a time when you trxperienced great customer serice. What
made

.

it great?"

o''What

gets in the way of great customer service?" (P. 2).

The data was synthesized to identifu major themes that besame the foundation for their
customer service campaign. The results fell into five main categories that were put into
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categories of training for the

staff. The steering committee designated the following five

STAR initiatives:

1. Personal

2.

attention

Communication about delays and timeliness

3. Ways to communicate
4.

with care and compassion

Teamwork

5. Coordination of care.
The team then created six work tearns to senre as the mechanical 'oarms" of the
committee drning the implementation of each initiative (P.3).

In the flrrst phase of the study, there were numerous issues that were addressed going
forward in the next phases. Communication throughout the organization was an issue,
not everyone had the same e-mail access, so training and scripting sent out by e-mail was
not available to all employees. Initially the training was computer based, which was not
mandatory, and only 26% of the employees completed it. The STAR standards came

down frorn the top, with little employee involvemsnt, resulting in apathy among staff.
o'There

were several sets of expectations in the proctrss, which caused confusion and

frustration by the employees, which can lead to resistance to embrace the initiative.
Breaking down the initiatives is the best way to implement one set of behavioral
expectations at a time" (P. 4, 5).
There were several successes in the first round of the study- The participation of the

CEOs of the hospital were strong advocates of the campaign, the work groups became

truly multidisciplinary, new lines of communication emerged between the points of care
for each patient. The hospital measured their effiDrts on each initiative:
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The authors are currently moving ahead with a far more complex initiative
regarding delays that

will define a host of large

add-ressed...The authors' experience

system issues that must be

with STAR

has demonstrated that customer

service initiatives can successfully be implemented in environments as complex
as an academic

medical center, despite difficulties rooted in communication that

often arise from inherent fragmentation found in such settings (P. 5).
There is much to be learned from a study such as this one conducted at the West Virginia

University Hospitals and Clinics. Developing a program from within takes massive
efforts to build bridges of communication, and understanding the various roles each
person plays in developing a positive experience fior the patient. Creating an atmosphere

conducive to embracing new initiatives is the responsibility of the leaders in health care
organizations to continue to stay viable in this competitive market.

Methodology of Independent Study
Does Customer Seruice Training Influence Patient Satisfaetion Scores? This was a

qualitative study conducted at Allina Medical Clinic (AMC)

* Shoreview,

4194 N"

Lexington Ave., Shoreview, MN. The study took place between March 15,2010 and
May 31, 2010. Permission to conduct the study was obtained by the Institutional Review
Boards from Allina Health Systerns (Appendix A) and from Augsburg College

(Appendix B).

AMc-Shoreview is

a

primary care clinic senring approximately 125 patients a day. It

is one of 55 clinics in Allina Medical Clinic, a division of Allina Health Systems. AMCShoreview has been serving patients in the northwestern suburbs of St. Paul sinse its

2l

inception, in July 1975. It was purchased by what is now known as Allina Health System

(Allina Medical Clinic) in 1994. The clinic employs 66 support staff and 18 providers of
care, including nurse practitioners, physician assistants, and physicians specializing in

prirnary care, internal medicine, pediatrics, surgery and podiatry. At AMC-shoreview,
customer service scores have consistently been above the goal set by the larger
organization. Customer/Patient service is a priority at the clinic; the physicians and
providers of care have estabtrished a foundation of serving the patient with excellence

ttroughout the clinic's history. The values of the organization are compassion, respect,
integnty, stewardship and trust. These are embraced by the leadership and staff at AMCShoreview and it is their desire to demonstrate these values in the care they provide to
patients.

The patient's experience at the clinic is dynamic; each encounter a patient has

with a staff member may vary from extremely positive to very negative, depending on
innumerable variables. Variables include having to wait in line at the front desk to check

in for an appointment, observing a frazzled and hectic environment, to being graciously
greeted with a warur smile and a pleasant conversation upon entering the

clinic. Patients

may have to wait long periods of time to be seen by their physician, or the provider
care may be running right on schedule, and the

of

wait time is minimal. Wait times are the

biggest variabXe -starting with having to wait on 'hold' while attempting to make art
appointrnent, waiting in line at the front desk to check-in, waiting to be called back by the
nurse, waiting in the exam room for the provider of care, waiting in the ancillary waiting
area

for a lab test or x-ray, possibly waiting for the care coordinator to make an

appointment for a future exam or diagnostic test, then waiting for the follow up call
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regarding test results. Each of these can cause angs! which has potential to foster
dissatisfaction, if the wait is too long. Or, the patient can flow ever so smoothly through
each process. One patient can have encounters

with

as many as 10

or 12 different

individual clinic staffmembers at any one visit. There are several characteristics that
should not vary, however, and need to be consistent with every patient at every visit.
These inelude cor.rtesy, professionalism, kindness, compassion, respect, and being

helpful. It is the goal of leadership to ascertain that these are present in each encounter
between the patient and the caregiver.

This study focused on identifuirrg and addressing customer service skills in an
arnbulatory care setting. The foundational principle for the study was conceived out of a
desire to hone in on the definition and concept of courtesy. Courtesy is a core

skill in

customer service. It is the foundation which must be present to build a viable skill set to
enhance the customer/patient experience. What is, by definitiofl, "courtesy"? The

dictionary's definition of courtesy is, "Courteous behavior; gracious politeness. A polite,
helpful, or considerate act or remark; an act or usage intended to honor or comFliment."
Webster's New World Dictionary (1972), defines courteou^s as'oPolite and gracious;
considerate toward others;

well-mannered." This definition of courtesy led to

identifoing observable behaviors in customer service that support this foundational core
competency of courtesy. Every patient deserves to be treated with courtesy. To answer
the research question presented in the study,

it was necessary to break down the patient

experience by focusing on the processes of the visit, and to understand the staff

responsibilities involved in each of the steps of the patient encounter. Wanting to
influence patient satisfaction results in a positive manner, the researcher chose to focus
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on rnrhat the patient perceptions are of the interactions

with staff during their visit.

Obtaining feedback from patients was stren as the first step to establishing a foundation

for service training of the staff, which in furn would potentially impact patient
satisfaction.

An open-ended, four-question survey was developed to give to patients at the elinic.
(Appendix C). The survey asked the patients to write comments regarding their
interactions and sontact with the staff at the front desk, the nursing staff, lab/x-ray staff,
and then to add any other commonts or concerns. Participating patients were adults, male

or female. The front desk team members were given a script to say to the patient, "Our

clinic is conducting a brief fllrvey to assist us in providing excellent senrice to our
patients. If you would please take this and frll it out regarding today's visit, it would be
greatly appreciated. You may either drop it in this box on your way out, or mail it in the
attached envelope. Thank

you," The surveys were confidential, anonymous

and optional.

Returning the survey provided consent and authorized use of the comments in the
research, Written cofilments from the survey were compiled and used to discover what
occurred in the patient experience that was dissatisfuing, which was then used to develop

training material for staff. Positive comments were used to reinforce excellent care that
patients mentioned on the surveys. Two rounds of surveys were conducted, The first
round was prior to training, the second round after training.
The tasks of identifyittg behaviors of employees who deviated from this core principle
were best determined by the receiver of the care, the patient, To nurture the concept

of

courtesy into specific, observable hehaviors, the researcher determined five categories

of

behavior that enhance the act of courtesy. The researcher hypothesized that if all of these
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characteristics of positive interaction were demonstrated in the direct patient/employee

relationship, the patient will have received exemplary care. These categories include:

1" Nonverbal communication-

smiles, eye contact, inviting and welcoming

body language

2.

Verbal communication- wafin greeting, use of correct name, scripting

3.

Competence

-

confidence in demonskation and knowledge ofjob

responsibilitieslskills

4-

Professionalism

- appropriate dress, observable behaviors, articulate

speech, answered questions professionally

5.

Respect

-

for patient privacy, for wait times and communication to patient

regarding wait times, kindness, compassion, and helpfuIness and access to
obtain an appointment.
The first set of surveys was given to the patients the third and fourth week of March,

2010. Patient comments onthe sfudy that expressed concsrns were separated into these
five stated categories- Training sessions with the staff focused on these comments in the
designated category of interaction. Sessions were held at each individual department

meeting to provide relevant information and feedback to the staff. After training was
cornpleted in all three departments, the identical survey was distribrfted to patients the

third and fourth week of May, 2010 as a follow up after training. The results were
collated and categorized in the sarne manner as the first set of surveys.
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Results- Survey

I

Seventy-six percent of the first round of sunreys were returned; 6.8 7o expressed at least
one soncern, 93 .2Ya expressed only positive comments, The concerns that were expressed

fell into two categories: professionalism and respect. Following are actual quotes from
the surveys, separated by category. These are coflcerns expressed regarding their
interactions or obsenrations with the staff.

Professionalism catrgory

t

"

W

:

intersction was good- but it seems there wos o bit of chit-chat going on - not

professional" I waited at the desk while tlte receptionist held il conversatirsn with
a colleague.

|

"

"

Should maybe achnowledge person standing at counter right fiildy

say

-

even just to

it will be a momenL "

Respect category:

o

"Sometimes

I've been huwied

a long time for the doctor

truto

the visit roorns where I put on a gown ondwait

- I'd rsther k*rp

on my own clothes and wait in the

lohby! But - no big deal - I ftnow you do the best you ciln-"

t

"

Privacy colrcerns

- The information

requested lo check in is the same

We of

information thot is PHI (Protected Health Information). Can this be done more
discretely? "
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Training
These comments, along with other similar remarks, provided a teachable point of view

to provide training for the staff. Training sessions were conducted in department
meetings and included:

1)

Discussion of ideas and concepts for addressing the patient concerns found in the
sun/eys

2)

Sharing positive conrments written by patients.

The training sessions were conducted in each separate department: front desk, nursing,
lab, and x-ray. The above contments, along with other comments of concern, were
discussed. Concepts and ideas as to how to handle these were presented. The training

included:

I

Professional Behavior -Appendix D -discussed and reviewed together at time

of

training

t

The process of communicating wait times to patients; whose responsibility it is
and how to best involve the patient in the decision of waiting or rescheduling

when the physician is running late,

I

In the small and crowded waiting area, it is difficult to ask private questions. As a
result of this patient's response, the staffdeveloped an alternate process of asking

for PHI

-

by asking the patients to view the information on a printed out data

sheet, rather than asking them to verbal ize

.

it.

Hundreds of positive coilrments were shared with the staff at the department
meetings:
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o

"

Deilr Allina Shoreview

makes you

- Your ffice, staff and everything

Allina Shoreview is like hesven coftte to esrth. Those of us who

are privileged to be able to use this medicul
safest, best, and thoroughest af

o

"

I highly recolrtmend

this

next door neighbor

factlity are blessed with the

care. Thonkyoufor all you do."

particulsr clinic to anyone ond everyone I feel

blessed to have Jbund such a great

o

else that

clinic. My aunt, cousin,

and

former

all come here. "

"We thinh the doctors snd nurses here are great. We poy extrs to come
here because of the quality af care we receive."

o

"Your

o

"Overall excellent service! Well done!"

front

end staff are whot make or break your experience! "

Comments that included a specific employee's narne on the suryey were shared with the
mentioned individuals. Sharing positive results with the staffwas a very rewarding
aspect of the research.

The training sessions also included a discussion on courtesy. $/e discussed the
expectation that no matter what the circumstances within the clinic, (being short-staffed,
behind schedule, having three people waiting at the front desk, etc.), patients

will not be

given excuses. They are to be treated with courtesy and respect, and that every patient
deserves a courteous interaction. The handout entitled "Five B's of Courtesy" \trras given

to each employee. (Appendix E).
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- Suruey II

Results

Upon completion of the training/result-sharing sessions, the ilrvey was conducted

again. In round two, of the approximately 200 were distributed,660/0 were returned- Of
those returned,2.5oh of them contained comments that expressed dissatisfaction; 97.5%

contained only positive comments. The percentage of dissatisffing comments dropped

by 64% following stafftraining. lnterestingly, with just one exception, the written
comments that needed attention fell into two of the same categories as the comments

fiom the first round of surveys:

Professioualism Catego ry-

o

"They (Lab Staff) seemingly stand sround snd chat. They mny be discussing

important things, but the impression is thst one person does all the work while
others chit-chst. "

.

"Lab staffstood sroundfo, 5 minutes contemplating who would do a test. "

Respect Category

.

"

Long wait in exam room afier adrnittance

* nearly 40 minutes. "

Competenee Category-

.

"I question the x-rfry tech regarding her technique while doing my thumb xroy. "

.

" Lsb

Person wss not able to qnswer my question (to my satisfaction) as to

wlry she needed to draw three tubes of blood"
These and other comments of concem were shared with the leadership team, which

includes direct supervisors of the clinic employees. Any negative cornments that
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were made about an individual employee/department were discussed privately with
the specific person/department. Numerous positive coiltments written by the patients
were also shared at the leadership meeting, with individuals mentiof,d, and at allstaff meetings. Quotes from satisfied patients:

o

"The nurse who walked us to the room was professional and friendly. She
spoke to my son, snd not

me. Thot was importsnt and helped himfeel in

control of the vtsit. "

o

I always "feel thst I am trested extremely well

front

o

-

desk staffwere very friendly, prafessional

best clinic around- The

-

fi^s

always. "

I'm always greetedwith shello and a smile. They are always helpful and
if they don't hsve sn ons\ver to my questian, theyfirud someone who does."

o

"

o

"I

If you confinue doing what you we now doing, everything
have been a patient

at this clinicfor aver

is

Jine!"

25 years, the nurstng

staffh*s

always been excellent. "

Recommendations
The research verified that kaining staff in customer service skills can and

will

inIluence the patient's experience of care. The study demonstrated that understanding the
expectations and concerns of the patient should determine relevant training materials

staff. The study also created distinct roles for the leadership to effectively establish
service oriented environment for patients and for
essential to foster an engaged work force that

of

a

staff. A list of attributes that are

will provide a courteous, caring

and

cornpassionate experience to the patients was developed after sharing the study's results.
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Although the list of recommendations made by leadership is extensive, they are listed as
a guide

for leadership of health care facilities to establish a foundation within their

environments to enhance the patient experience. For healthcare facilities to make a
differenoe in the lives of patients, and to improve patient satisfaction scores, the

following are reconrmendations made by the leadership of AMC-Shoreview:

1. Be an example - walk the talk

o

By having a constant awareness of customer service and
interactions displayed with intemal customers, such as physicians,
coworkers and subordinates

o

By seffing an example of providing exernplary service to external
customers, the patients, and the patients' families

2. Make eustomer service training a priority in each departrnent

o

Discuss in department meetings- having it be a standing agenda

item; it is not a once-a-year-rnandatory-training-session

o

Leaders need to bring examples of customer complaints and

complirnents to share at the meetings

o

Brainstormiug sessions as to how to handle the scenario(s)
discussed

o

Teach staff techniques in service recovery

]

Refrain from using excuses when patients have complaints

Practice scripting arowrd difficult mes$ages

- such as how to

inform patients of long wait times, or if a blood sample was lost, or
results weren't reported in a timely manner.
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o

Consistency is important.

a

Apologize and take ownership of the situation

o

Listen without intemrpting

o

Steps to take when

irritations escalate into frustration and

anger

3.

Develop training discussions that are applicable and relevant to each
department

o

Each departments' interactions with the patient is diffbrent,

ffid

demand individualized attention

o

Patient issues are very different with the regiskation and
scheduling staff than they are with the nursing staff

o
4.

Make scripting appropriate to the individual employees' roles

Develop a culture of excellent c,ustomer service

o

ldentifu and remove harriers

o

Collaborate efforts, provide training to and learning from others
across the organi zation

5

"

o

Encourage a work environment of courtesy and respect

o

Emphasize continuing the dialog about patient-centered care

Ask patients for feedback frequently

o

Listen to their comments; pay attention

o

Phone call

follow up
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6. Observe interactions

between staff and patients, and provide real-time

feedback to employees

o

Coach for improvement

o

Hold employees accountable for their interactions with patients

o

Reinforce positive behaviors and interactions

Leaders need to take seriously their role in teaching and rnentoring their employees

to improve the care patients receive. Patients are critically aware of the service provided,
and are often quick to complain, slower to compliment,

This study provided a means for patients to give honest feedback in a non-threatening,
non-confrontational manner to the management/leadership of AMc-shoreview. The front
desk received many positive verbal comrnents regarding the format of the survey and the

opportuniff to state their thoughts

as patients returned them.

Many patients wrote that

they appreciated the opportunity to write down their concerns/comments to the
management, such as:

.

"

o

"Tharukyoufar your interest in customer servtce."

t

"

I really lilwd this survey, thank

you

for

this opportunity.

"

I really liked this survey much better thon the snes sent to my home. ! "

These and other colnments reinforce the philosophy that patients want to give their

perspective regarding the care th*y receive.
Patients also deserve timely

follow up on issues that

are presented to the

staff. Open

communication is imperative in customer service. The desire for leaders is to have the
patients and care givers interacting and coXlaborating in a positive, productive manner,
developing patient-centric care. Leaders need to be held accountable for addressing the
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issues as presented and communicating the positive comments back to the

staff.

If

leadership chooses to ignore patient cornplaints and to not share patient compliments,
frustrated patients and disengaged staffwill result, The cost is too high to not pay
attention to the needs and expectations of the patients being served, as well as to the care
givers who are serving. Direct care givers in a primary care setting must be given the
appropriate tools, training and clear expectations to enable them to provide exemplary
care to every patient with every interaction.

The goal of leadership is to instill the following quotes in the everyday interactions

with patients:

.

"Here is a simple but powerful rule: Always grve people more than they expect to

get-" - Nelson Boswell

o

"There are no kaffie jarns along the extra

o

"A (customer) patient is the most important visitor on our premises. He is not
dependent on us

- we are dependent

on

mile." -

Roger Staubach

him." -Author unknown

Conclusion
Although there are numerous variables that influence patient satisfaction, aiming
for patient-centered care is by far the nrost desired. How does a single physician or a 320bed hospital reach "excellent" on a patient satisfaction survey?

It can obtained only by

making the focus of each staff member patient-centered, serving one patient at atime.
Emphasizingthe foundational concepts of courtesy and respect are imperative. The
research indicates patient satisfaction scores matter in every facet of the healthcare

industry today. If healthcare facilities are to prosper in this era, intentional training

of
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employees to provide extraordinary, personal and focused care to each patient is
essential.

There is a strong, positive relationship between customer service prograrns in
health care settings and financial perforrnance, as well as employee retention, as customer
service training often
are

will

address external, as well as internal customers. Both of these

vital in this vnry competitive and costly industry of health care.
The journey to excellence has no end;

it is dynamic and challenging. However,

with training and focus, the journey is sure to be rewarding and gratifuing as leaders in
healthcare continue to search for excellence in patient care.
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March l0- 2()1il

To: Bcth Holman

-)4

From: Norrna C. Noonan, Chair

th

e

p

roj ect

: * l, lil,1lxxi:l l:#fJ+,Iffi

_x_

,;1'#:J,T"-H,

ri

ffi iffi:l, I; H-T,x

c at i o

n fo r

as submitted

_.- as revised with the additional form(s)lchanges

*_

with the follot+'ing conditioms: none

Your IRB approval number which should be noted in your written project and in any
rnajor documents alluding to the research project is as follows:
2010-16-3

I wish you success with your project. If you have any questions, you may contact me:
2-330- I I 98 or ns:ean{r#augsburg.edu,

6I

Your IRB approval expire$ one year from the date above, unles-s you rsqucst an extension
prior to the rleadline. Please infonn the IRB of any changes in your address or e-mail-

c.

Magdeline Aagarcl

Appendix C

TO: AMc-Shoreview Patient
FROM: AMc-Shoreview Leadership Team
RE: Suruey regarding your experience as a patient

today

date)

AMC-Shorcviery strives to provide courteous and professional care to wery patient every dey.
The purpose of this suney is two-fold:
o Responses from this survcy will rssirt leadership in dcveloping cnstomer service treining for our
stalf in order to improve patient care and patient setisfaction.
o Thc rccearch from thir study will assist the clinic meneger in fuffilling requiremcnts towards a
Master's in Leedership Degree from Augsburg College.
Your participation is both frnonymous find volantary. Returning this surttey provides consenl ilnd
authorizes ase of yoar comments in this reseflrch, Your assistflnce is greqtly ilppreciiltedt

Please

hll

Please

tell us ahout your contact and interaction with the nursing staff:

us aDout your contact and interaction

tell

us ahout your ffintact and inEractions
--_---*-Did not have lab/x-ray services.

Please

witlr t{re ftont desk/reeption

sffi:

with the lab/x-ray staff:

rssues/Concerns you would like Clinic Leaderchip to know:

co@eud sunqr b thc ot oehcd cavclry ond placc itt rhe be o, thclton desh You tuy
,Mil b lhe drached eavclopa Thank yoa ogoin lor yow participolio*

Pleosc placc lhis

o&io

Appendix D

tProfe s sian a frsm I n

't

t
c
c

lfu

'|,!or{Atace

coasiler tfiz persp*ive of tfiz patiznt

flfuay
Smi[z 4 tistza
tou are tfiz gatawlfot

tfrc

Wtitnt

to see tfie

provitr -6e effcient ad effeaive

(Patiatts [s)e to Eee a srnitz ant reoirre a warn greethg
.Ireat eacfr encouttt*witfi eacfr patbnt ds uiique

c
.
c

-

{reat edcfr patint tfre wol tlq q,ect to 6e tre*u[ (q?Eect)
(aRc
Fite in ftwvring tfiat nerytfihg you are [ohtg is corna -fmn gett;ng tfie cotect flume, pfroie flurnher,
nc{ttttions, attergbs, 6too[ Fessura reafrag,, etc. (1 fitegriiry)

o'IaEe pri&

c

in fuwtinS tfrat tfu hittfre pati.nl ftcsisesfor tfie seruius rcn&af,wit cfuwtars,
]ccommo[au tfu nqws* as mucfr as posrihb - tfrkft\er - fiout caa I facifita* tfris ttisfr of rfre
[nn tfu wal[s tfrat a "no' huiffs

ptieflt' *

teur

c tBe asare of eacfi sittution - fu apaft - cln?atfrize, offer fretp wfrm/if approyUu antncdct (Contpassion)
c (Be dce - seems sintpte, 6ut it is yofiun[
. LI9IW- attmtiveS - give eye conna
c (ou an ficre to a*rist tfrz ptient . S^4,ILE
. 1tlention priwu pticnt infofirr4tbn as frttb as possihb witfi otfrzrs amuad (9ltust)
. Kfep )our area tit1, neat, cbnn c 'lQtoat aaludcnunltfrat you are heirywatcfutan[ frsteutto 6y rury pcopb
c ,1ada0 cfiarges correct$ ant mtsbunttl, 6e sure lou asdf yu fraw questions
o 'l)se lour time wi*$ -(Steunrdsfriil Kgep 6ury witfi tfic johs tfrat an atunls tfierefor yu to [o:
'U np rofe

.

o
o
o
o
.
.
.
o
o
c
o

s

sionaf

cBe

fra'uiors I n

tfie t4)ordPkc e

r

amnt ptiznt c4tt 4t24t
Cfrapirr1 1urq cdting in jnat
O* of cctpfrones - sitfr.l uqirrg or
turirg wotf,ttne

t4W

tPctoulphottc

turing wot{thw o! httg turation

cat&

gowcaations tfiat can

(turuuf

cowcnatioas

h owrfieartk tlu waiting ana -witfr patinu ad/or
witfi o*orfg,r wfrito paticnt is waititrg

co-utortgn

Iglto/ing 1ttcntiotuEy or utinuntiorufrl d editifig pdriant
'0sitg tfrc intt tutfor pernrutusc t{unng wot{tinc
qtdfrng ntautbf nohut u rwr{during wor{thw

infort oJpttitnt
witfi Ntict ts-\dfr' Vou 6ctrfia'', iiut a sec'

SbfittA/roW
se

of sha|

aa$A

clcs

-

crossing ams

frfntt

dtrutioas, fropitg lour co-wot{,grwifruf,9 it ott
llafrin| a6out ot$ers inJrcnt of otfratt - paticnt4 co*orfgt,fioils, nhtlvcs, ctc,,,, @ttting up fidtbtsfot pdti.ntt
tfrinda&out wfiat you ao saying att toittg. . .!f it Am't psitiw - tfm f,on't sa! it!
ovcr

-

Appendix E

a
a

(oncepts to figmemiler o (Paticnts deserue to 6e treatef witfr utmost courtegt and respect.
t Sotients are wfi1 we are fiere, andwfry we frave meaningfufworfr
Eacfr patient 'k a new patient- wfretfrer it is 8:00 AjyI, 3:45 {y14, or g:25 (m,t.
Eacfr paticnt ffirs fl new opportunityfor us to provide o wflTm and caring
atmospfrere to assist tfre patient an[ give eryefferut care.

FIVE B'S OF COURTESY, RESPECT &
PROFESSIONALISM

BE KIND & GIVING

- Qive a smife, ffialg e1e contact, project warmtfr and
empatfi1, 6e wehoming - *ittfr 6o4 fangwge
BE PROFESSIONAL - greet tfre paticnt

appruprintef1, state Jour nrnne, douilte
cfiec{tfre patient's nfrme - so} "(P[ease", "lffrflrl{Jru', [o ruot use sfang, rnfrEg certain
)ou are unferstoof.

BE HELPFUL

-

Oprn a door, frrtp witfr a dinper 1ag or coat, sfrare information
a6out tfre wait time - coffimunicate cfearfy, 6ut quietfii.

BE CONSISTENT

-

tfrc patieruts in tfre same rnanner, usirug rooming
starufarfs, afway rnfrEg sure tfre patierut is FIWT 'ilse tfre scnpttng - afways dsfutf
tfrere is arytfrtng efse jou can frrtp tfre paticnt witfr toda!

BE PREDICTABLE

,4.[way room

-

tFoftow protocofs

an[

requ'irements of tfre

jo6

- f yu

paticnts witt fotow wfrat to eqpect. fusporud to paticnt's
fottow
requests in aposit'ive tone - not condescending or demeanirug. If you fon't furo*
sometfiirug - as{sofiteofie wfro cflru ilnswer tfre question do not sa.}, "I don't
furow" Say "I don't funw, 6ut I wittfinfoutfor1ou."
tfrese corusistent$, tfre

-

Augsburg College
LindelI Libnary
frutinneapolis, lulN 55454

